Moving to Wales - A life changing experience?
Many people talk about Wales, about the life in Wales, the nature... but why? Can you imagine what would
happen if you had to move to Wales with your family? No? I think your life would change completely. In this
article I want to discuss how different life would be.
There are many positive things in Wales you have to know. For example that the countryside is really
beautiful and natural. Maybe in the evening you could watch the sunset on the fields or go to the beach
with your new friends.
I think it is also easier to have bigger pets in Wales, like a nice dog or maybe a horse, because it is quite
attractive for them and they could have a better life than in a city.
In Wales you could also have amazing trips in the nature with friends or family, maybe you would visit the
most famous mountain there, ''Mount Snowdon’', or the biggest wave pool in the world, ''Surf-Snowdonia'',
where you can surf every time you want.
But listen, before packing your luggage, there are a few things to be mentioned: You would live in a
Welsh countryside with rough weather and you would have to cover longer distances to go to school or for
shopping. The Welsh people speak an own Welsh language and even their English has a strong accent.
Therefore, you could have problems to understand the people in the beginning.
Personally, I would move to Wales, because I don't like that there are that many cars and people living
very close to each other. I would prefer to live in a house with a big garden with a lot of nature around me,
where I can go for a walk or ride my horse. But I would miss my friends and the many possibilities you have
in a city. What about you - would you move to Wales?
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